Where to buy Mooncakes in Houston!

Kamalan Bakery
4.6 (202) · $ · Bakery
9889 Bellaire Blvd · In Dun Huang Plaza 敦煌廣場

85°C Bakery Cafe
4.3 (1,920) · $ · Bakery
9750 Bellaire Blvd #168 · In Sterling Plaza 黃金廣場

IBUN Bakery
4.8 (72) · $ · Bakery
9600 Bellaire Blvd #109 · In Dynasty Plaza

King Bakery
4.5 (110) · $ · Bakery
9889 Bellaire Blvd #107 · In Dun Huang Plaza 敦煌廣場
Chinese bakery making barbecue pork buns & sweets including egg tarts & fruit pastries.

99 Ranch Market
4.4 (4,843) · Supermarket
1005 Blalock Rd

Six Ping
4.4 (213) · $ · Bakery
Dun Huang Plaza, 9889 Bellaire Blvd #D246 · In Dun Huang Plaza 敦煌廣場
Cash-only Asian bakery offering an array of traditional cakes, cookies & biscuits.

You can get them at Costco, too, though a traditional bakery is probably your best bet.